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Lokalne skarby- dziel sie tym, co najlepsze 

" Local treasures" 

 

 

Facing the problems and needs of today's European 

school we have established an international coalition to 

face the problems of our students, it turns out they are the 

same in Poland, Romania, Greece, Portugal and Latvia.  

Reinforcing the young man through numerous activities, 

we will equip the students with important life competences, 

shaping their attitude as well reinforcing their self-esteem 

and preventing their frustration and animosity to school. 

We will conduct our project activity so, that our 

students acquire the knowledge ( local and international)  

about the world around them  in an attractive way, and so 

that the students cope well with selection of read contents, 

and so that they can present to the other ( to share with the 

best of the local product but also learn about resources of 

our partners and appreciate it ).  

While performing tasks our students will making use 

of information technology and innovative working 

methods ( Webquest, PREZI presentation), and they will 

communicate between partners using English ( project 



language), it increases their language and digital 

competences. The necessary project-cooperation in groups 

will equip our students with the cooperation and planning 

skills and also will develop their social competences .  

The teachers using exchange of experiences, 

innovative solutions and well performed practice  will 

perfect their pedagogical  workshop. The direct receiver of 

project activity will be the group of students ( minimum of 

40 people), working in smaller 4 groups inside the project 

divided according to their interests, dealing with 

presentation of the  “ treasure” of culture,  history, nature, 

places and figures (minimum 50 % of students are 

students with difficulties in reading and writing) in each 

project/ partner country.  

The project team create teachers (min 5 people) and 

the other people, who manage the project ( these are 

bookkeepers, coordinator and other people, who make 

evaluation and promote results). The indirect receiver are 

the other students of  school , students families, all teachers 

and  local society of all partners.   

The international team working at the project will 

watch over the efficiency and the exact term of fulfillment 

of project tasks. The team will evaluate the activity and 

elaborate and implement the conclusions. The project 

tasks  will be realized during the mobility ( students will 

present their products , learn about host country, culture, 

tradition, customs, nature,  forming attitude of tolerance , 

respect and understanding for  other countries. 
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Proiect realizat cu sprijinul financiar al Comisiei 

Europene, în cadrul Programului Erasmus+. Conținutul 

prezentului material reprezintă responsabilitatea exclusivă 

a autorului, iar Agenția Națională și Comisia Europeană 

nu sunt  responsabile pentru modul în care conținutul 

informației va fi folosit. 

 


